Radiation-Induced Organizing Pneumonia after Hypofractionated Whole Breast Radiotherapy for Breast Cancer
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Abstract

Purpose: Radiation-Induced Organizing Pneumonia (RIOP) is a rare complication observed after breast irradiation with few reported cases in the literature.

Patient: We present the case of a premenopausal 40-year-old female who presented with ER+/PR+/HER2- invasive ductal carcinoma in the right axillary tail. She underwent right lumpectomy and sentinel lymph node biopsy, which showed multifocal invasive carcinoma with mixed lobular and ductal features and a positive inferior margin. Her final pathologic stage was T1N0M0.

Result: The patient presented with a febrile illness with cough approximately three months following receipt of Radiation Therapy (RT). Her symptoms improved with a short course of steroids. Seven months after completing RT, CT showed likely RIOP, without any evidence of Radiation Pneumonitis (RP). The patient had no relapse of symptoms and required no further steroid administration. Repeat CT ten months after RT showed resolution of previous imaging findings.

Conclusions: RIOP is an uncommon side effect of RT. Here we present the case of a 40-year-old breast cancer patient who developed RIOP three months after RT without any evidence of RP. This case highlights the importance of considering RIOP as a complication after RT as well as the need for further research into genetic predisposition, risk factors, planning techniques, optimal management, and biological correlates related to RIOP.
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Introduction

Radiation-Induced Organizing Pneumonia (RIOP) is a type of secondary organizing pneumonia that may be observed after breast irradiation. The prevalence of RIOP is about 0.8% to 2.9% in patients treated with radiation therapy to the breast [1]. RIOP usually occurs within 12 months of Radiation Therapy (RT) and presents as general or respiratory symptoms, such as cough, fever, shortness of breath, or fatigue [2], lasting for greater than two weeks with radiographic lung infiltrates outside of the radiation field and no evidence of another cause [3].

Risk factors typically include age (over 50 years old) [4], lung volume within the radiation field [5], concurrent anti-estrogen therapy [6], and tobacco smoking [1]. Some studies have found tamoxifen to be a risk factor for lung fibrosis [7], while it was found that the incidence of lung fibrosis was similar for patients receiving concurrent versus sequential aromatase inhibitors such as anastrazole [8].

The pathophysiology of RIOP includes three key stages. The injury stage involves death of pneumocytes, the proliferating phase consists of fibroblasts and inflammatory cells which infiltrate the alveolar interstitium and form fibroinflammatory buds, and in the mature phase fibrotic buds occupy the lumens of bronchioles, alveolar ducts, and per bronchiolar alveoli [9].

The pharmacologic management of RIOP most commonly involves corticosteroids, with patients experiencing symptom relief within one month of steroid administration [3]. In individuals with a poor response to steroids or an atypical disease course, bronchoscopy or video-assisted biopsy can be used in diagnosis. Management is symptom-oriented, so patients who do not require steroids may opt to avoid them, as once steroid therapy is initiated it may be difficult to terminate due to relapses [10,11].

Case and Clinical History: We present the case of a 40-year-old premenopausal female who originally presented with a self-palpated right breast mass towards the axillary tail. She had an extensive family history of breast cancer in her maternal grandmother, paternal aunt, and paternal grandmother. She never smoked, is a marathon runner, and has two children. Diagnostic mammography and ultrasound in June 2022 showed a suspicious irregular hypoechoic 0.5 x 0.6 x 0.9 cm mass in the right axillary tail with adjacent hypervascularity and no suspicious lymph nodes, BIRADS Category 4C.

On physical exam, cardiovascular, pulmonary, and neurological systems were within normal limits. Breast exam showed normal breast symmetry, no nipple discharge or retraction, and no dimpling, with a 1 cm palpable mass in the right axillary tail and no palpable masses within the left breast. No palpable lymphadenopathy was present.

A core biopsy of the right axillary tail mass showed well differentiated Invasive Ductal Carcinoma (IDC), Nottingham score 5/9, estrogen receptor positive (95%), progesterone receptor positive (75%), HER2 negative (IHC1+). The patient underwent right lumpectomy and sentinel lymph node biopsy in July 2022 which showed invasive carcinoma with mixed lobular and ductal features, multifocal (at least 5), largest 1 cm, moderately differentiated (Nottingham score 6 or 7/9), with negative sentinel nodes (0/3 lymph nodes) and a positive inferior margin which showed Lobular Carcinoma in S itu (LCIS). The final pathological staging was Stage IA pT1N0M0, right-sided breast IDLC, Grade 2, ER+/PR+. The patient was then referred to radiation oncology as she was high-risk as per her age and positive inferior margins. Anastrozole was recommended for 5 years, along with ovarian suppression with goserelin.

Radiation Plan: The patient was treated with hypofractionated whole breast radiotherapy with a boost to the lumpectomy cavity, with the right lung receiving an appropriate volumetric dose which met safety constraints (Figure 1). She received 42.4 Gy in 16 daily fractions with a 10 Gy lumpectomy cavity boost to the right breast in the supine position using Three-Dimension Conformal Radiotherapy (3D-CRT). The supine position was used as the patient did not have a pendulous breast, and thus prone positioning was not necessary. Treatment was well-tolerated, with the only immediate toxicity being a grade 1 dermatitis of the right breast skin.

Post-Treatment Presentation: In January 2023, about three months after completing radiation therapy, the patient presented with a febrile illness with cough. She was treated with a course of levofloxacin with no improvement. No bronchoalveolar lavage was done at this time. She was then prescribed a nine-day course of prednisone which improved symptoms. Chest X-ray in February 2023 showed right lower lobe dense infiltrates. She was then referred to a pulmonologist. Post-treatment CT scans, shown in Figure 2a and 2b with superimposed radiation therapy plan, were obtained. The first CT (Figure 2a), taken in April 2023 showed a right lower lobe ground glass and consolidative opacity. Pulmonary functioning testing conducted in April 2023 showed a restrictive pattern with normal diffusing capacity. The second CT (Figure 2b), taken in May 2023, showed a new opacity in the superior right lower lobe with resolution of the basilar right lower lobe opacity, as well as migratory parenchymal opacities that were favored to represent RIOP.

After the patient received steroids, she continued to improve with only occasional cough and mild dyspnea with exertion. Patient denied any fever, chills, or joint pain. As per the migratory nature of the dense consolidation, a diagnosis of Organizing Pneumonia (OP) possibly secondary to radiation was favored, with additional subpleural changes that seemed to correlate with radiation changes [12]. Pulmonary discussed bronchoscopy with biopsy to prove diagnosis of OP, empiric treatment for OP with steroids and Bactrim, or watchful waiting with another CT scan. Because the patient remained mostly asymptomatic and due to hesitation for “long term” steroid use, the joint decision was made to follow the patient with serial CT scans, with treatment or bronchoscopy reserved only in the case of relapsing symptoms. Repeat CT (Figure 2c) in August 2023 showed resolution of the right lower lobe opacities. The patient was therefore told she did not need further imaging. Shortly after she ran a marathon.
Figure 2a: CT chest with contrast, 6 months post-RT: “Right lower lobe ground-glass and consolidative opacity, likely reflects pneumonia.”

Figure 2b: CT chest without contrast, 7 months post-RT: “New opacity in the superior right lower lobe with interval resolution of basilar right lower lobe opacity. In this patient with history of radiation therapy and lack of aspiration risk factors, migratory parenchymal opacities are favored to represent radiation induced organizing pneumonia.”

Figure 2c: CT chest without contrast: “Right lower lobe opacities seen on prior exam have resolved and may have represented pneumonia or noninfectious inflammation.”

Figure 3: Comparison of RP versus RIOP (RP: Radiation Pneumonitis; RIOP: radiation-induced organizing pneumonia; RT: Radiation Therapy; CT: computed tomography).

Discussion

The differential diagnosis of RIOP may include infection, eosinophilic pneumonia, diffuse interstitial pneumonitis, radiation pneumonitis, tumor recurrence, or secondary malignancy. Bacterial pneumonia may resemble organizing pneumonia on radiographic examination, however in cases of RIOP, bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) would be expected to show negative cultures, increased lymphocytes, mast cells, CD3 cells, and CD8 cells, with a decrease in CD4 cells and CD4/CD8 ratio [13]. Eosinophilic pneumonia would present similarly with a steroid-responsive migratory lung infiltrate, however the patient would be more likely to have a history of asthma, eosinophilia, and BAL showing eosinophils.

In a patient with a history of radiation exposure of the lung, RIOP and Radiation Pneumonitis (RP) can be mistaken for each other. However, several notable differences exist between the two entities (Figure 3). RP occurs due to a distinctly different process and is seen within the radiation field, while RIOP appears as migratory opacities outside of the radiation field [14]. RP occurs as the irradiated lung becomes fibrotic over time and can result in permanent scarring and pulmonary impairment. RIOP is an inflammatory process without fibrosis that does not correspond to the RT field. RP can be predicted by the volume of lung receiving 20 Gy or greater [15], while RIOP has no well-established dose-volume relationship. Acute RP occurs four to twelve weeks after RT, while subacute RP develops after three to six months secondary to fibrosis [16]. In contrast, RIOP occurs several months after completion of RT, with cases in the literature reporting diagnosis around six months after RT, but additional cases being reported between twelve to twenty four months after [3,17].

Radiologic findings commonly develop following the onset of clinical symptoms [18]. In RIOP, alveolar opacities are found on chest imaging with frequent involvement contralateral to the irradiated breast. A range of CT findings has been encountered in patients with organizing pneumonia, such as bilateral nodular areas of consolidation with associated ground glass changes, localized ground glass opacity, and bilateral irregular areas of...
consolidation [19]. A 2013 study looked at 428 patients who underwent RT for breast cancer, and of the five patients that were diagnosed with RIOP, all OP lesions developed near - but not connected to - sites of concurrent of RP [17], unlike the patient that we discuss in this case. They all developed migratory lesions to other parts of the lung as well. RIOP may be classified into four patterns using CT scans: Type A, peripheral area in the radiation field and a continuous opacity; type B, peripheral area in the radiation field and continuous alveolar infiltration in the middle lung; type C, peripheral area in the radiation field and an isolated consolidation on the back side of the radiation field; type D, consolidation or ground-glass attenuation in the contralateral side [20].

Very few cases of RIOP are documented in the literature. Shionoya et al report the case of a 69-year-old woman who was initially diagnosed with RP following carbon-ion RT for lung cancer when she developed fever and dyspnea 4 months later and an infiltrate was seen in the treatment field. She received prednisolone which improved symptoms, but relapsed each time the dose was tapered, with findings of consolidations in remote areas of the lung. She underwent BAL which revealed an elevated ratio of lymphocytes and no evidence of microbial infection and subsequently was diagnosed with RIOP based on her clinical course and examination results. She was maintained on a 6-month course of prednisolone and ultimately improved [21]. Ochiai examined 78 patients who underwent Stereotactic Body Radiotherapy (SBRT) for lung cancer, of whom 5 (6.4%) developed RIOP. Two patients received corticosteroids with clinical improvement, with one patient relapsing requiring re-administration, while three patients with minor symptoms did not receive corticosteroids and experienced full recovery [22]. A case series reported by Kawakami et al describes RIOP in nine patients, three of whom received steroid therapy and all developed recurrence, as well as six who received symptomatic treatment for their fever and cough without any recurrence [23]. Liu et al report the case of a 71-year-old female who developed radiation recall dermatitis and RIOP after RT and during chemotherapy for breast cancer, suggesting a shared inflammatory etiology [24].

There is ample room for research into genetic predisposition, risk factors, underlying pathophysiology, biological correlates, planning techniques, and optimal management of RIOP. Future research would require multi-institutional cohorts to achieve greater power in exploring potential predictors of RIOP such as concurrent endocrine therapy or if the patient received chemotherapy prior to RT. Tissue samples or growing organoids from patients with RIOP could be utilized for molecular studies to determine specific mutations or gene expressions. A transgenic mouse model has been developed, overexpressing CCL2, which generates organizing pneumonia-like changes morphologically comparable to human patients. This model, using the human CC chemokine ligand 2 under control of the surfactant C promoter in type II alveolar epithelial cells, has been shown to have a similar inflammatory profile to human OP and can be used to further study OP pathogenesis [25]. Because some studies suggest RIOP can occur adjacent to areas of RP [17], it would be valuable to examine the interaction between RT and the immune system to create RIOP. As chances of RP increase with the increasing volume of lung receiving 20Gy or greater with conventional fractionation, perhaps the adjacent lung volume in the adjacent dose fall-off region can sometimes become immunogenic, promoting an initial focus of RIOP adjacent to RP. It would also be interesting to evaluate advanced lung sparing techniques such as Deep Inspiration Breath-Hold (DIBH) and proton therapy which may prove to be beneficial in reducing the incidence of RIOP.

**Conclusion**

RIOP is an uncommon side effect of RT. Here we present the case of a 40-year-old breast cancer patient with who developed RIOP three months after RT without any evidence of RP. This case highlights the importance of considering RIOP as a complication after RT as well as the need for further research into genetic predisposition, risk factors, planning techniques, and biological correlates related to RIOP.
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